SERVICE BRIEF RSA ARCHER AND OPTIV GRC SERVICES

Enhance Your RSA Archer ® Platform
with Optiv GRC Services
Get the Most Out of Your Technology
Investment and Reduce Enterprise Risk

How Do We Do It?
PLAN

Too often, board-level leadership lacks visibility into finding and remediating
the risks its organization faces. When companies need a solution that provides
an enterprise view of risk, they most often look to a tool for assistance. Working
with hundreds of clients, Optiv experts can attest that although purchasing
a governance, risk and compliance (GRC) tool is beneficial, without a larger
risk program strategy, the tool alone will drive less business value. A tailored
framework and strategic roadmap that includes people, process and a technology
like RSA Archer is vital to the success of a GRC program.
Together, Optiv and RSA Archer can assist your organization holistically, from
establishing a governance framework to building and maturing your respective
GRC programs with a technology that can scale with that plan. Additionally,
Optiv GRC services help ensure a timely and effective deployment of RSA Archer
across the enterprise and can better enable you to transform risk and compliance
efforts into a competitive advantage.

PLAN

Optiv works with key business
stakeholders to define objectives
that align with the people,
processes and tools for GRC
requirements.
DESIGN
We partner with your
organization to architect
and design the optimal GRC
solution for your organization –
including technology selection
and deployment strategies.
CONFIGURE
Following program design, Optiv
implements, integrates and
tests the defined GRC solutions
within your environment.

BUILD

RUN

DEPLOY

Project Management, Stakeholder Communication, Continuous Monitoring and Reporting

Optiv works with key
stakeholders to define
business objectives and
GRC requirements.

Design

We partner with you to
architect and design the
optimal GRC solutions
for your organizations.

Conﬁgure

Following design,
solutions are
implemented,
integrated and tested.

Deploy

Ensure program
alignment and solution
role out. We train and
transfer knowledge.

INTERACTIVE

Plan

Support

We provide post
implementation support
to include
enhancements, updates
and expert-on-demand.

Optiv helps ensure program
alignment and solutions roll
out. We then train and transfer
knowledge to your staff for
effective sustainability.
SUPPORT
We provide postimplementation support,
including enhancements and
optimization, updates and
expert-on-demand services.
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The Optiv Advantage:

Benefits of Optiv and RSA Archer:
Proven Methodologies for Risk Security Strategy - Optiv and RSA Archer are
both pure-play security providers that bring the right combination of people,
process and technology to our clients.
Comprehensive GRC Program Development - Using Optiv’s strategic offerings
to develop your risk program goals and requirements, prior to RSA Archer

Optiv can help businesses in every
industry connect information security
policies, procedures and practices with
business goals. Our security leadership
experts, backed by our team of
consultants, can provide the experience
you need to take your program to the
next level.

deployment, has proven long-term success.
Tactical and Coordinated Deployment - Optiv helps clients configure, customize
and deploy their RSA Archer technology to enable automation and alignment to
business needs.

Expert Minds

Ongoing Expert Support - Optiv’s layered support model provides ongoing
technical support. Additionally, we can train your users through hands-on
education and knowledge transfer in order to boost program success.

PLAN

• Strategic Roadmap

PLA

• Health Check
Services

N
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• Program Readiness
Assessment

BUILD

RUN

Optiv’s security professionals are
dedicated to helping you achieve
results and realize value. Our team of
1,000+ highly skilled client managers
and security practitioners work hard
to deliver superior results and cuttingedge research to solve your complex,
real-world security problems.
Leading Best Practices
Our knowledge of leading best
practices helps Optiv formulate
security recommendations tailored to
meet your specific business objectives.

• Quick Start Services
• Configuration
• Deployment
• Integration

Client-First Culture
Optiv’s passion for security and our
commitment to quality results means
we focus on the right solutions to meet
your specific needs.
Proven Methodologies

RUN

Optiv has developed proven
methodologies to help ensure superior
outcomes for your projects and
programs.

• Post-Implementation
Support
• Archer Training and
Knowledge Transfer
• Expert Staff
Augmentation

1144 15th Street, Suite 2900
Denver, CO 80202
800.574.0896 | optiv.com

Optiv is a market-leading provider of end-to-end cyber security solutions. We help clients plan, build and run
successful cyber security programs that achieve business objectives through our depth and breadth of cyber security
offerings, extensive capabilities and proven expertise in cyber security strategy, managed security services, incident
response, risk and compliance, security consulting, training and support, integration and architecture services, and
security technology. Optiv maintains premium partnerships with more than 350 of the leading security technology
manufacturers. For more information, visit www.optiv.com or follow us at www.twitter.com/optiv, www.facebook.com/
optivinc and www.linkedin.com/company/optiv-inc.
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